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Just when I am in struggle with depression and trying for not to be unhappy, and even more, i.e. to
experience happiness, I read a text essentially referring to “Either / Or: A Fragment of Life” by Soren
Kierkegaard on our major resources for unhappiness, published in the Brain Picking site. The post
opens with a lead that says: “Hope, memory, and how our chronic compulsion to flee from our own
lives robs us of living.” I think it helps me a lot to explore some unseen and hidden angles of me being
unhappy in recent years. Now, with no more reference to my personal mood, I envite you to read an
excerpt of the text about “the Unhappiest Man” by Kierkegaard (obviously an English translation) and
nothing else:a

The unhappy person is one who has his ideal, the content of his life, the fullness of his
consciousness, the essence of his being, in some manner outside of himself. The unhappy man
is always absent from himself, never present to himself. But one can be absent, obviously, either
in the past or in the future. This adequately circumscribes the entire territory of the unhappy
consciousness.

  Soren Kierkegaard, Danish Philosopher
 (image illustration and credit: The International Kierkegaard Network)

The unhappy one is absent. But one is absent when living in the past or living in the future. The
form of expression is important, for it is evident, as philology also teaches us, that there is a
tense that expresses present in the past, and a tense that expresses presence in the future; but the
same science also teaches us that there is a pluperfect tense in which there is no present, as well
as a future perfect tense with the same characteristics. These are the hoping and remembering
individuals. In as much as they are only hoping or only remembering, these are indeed in a
sense unhappy individuals, if otherwise it is only the person who is present to himself that is
happy. However, one cannot strictly call an individual unhappy who is present in hope or in
memory. For what one must note here is that he is still present to himself in one of these. From
which we also see that a single blow, be it ever so heavy, cannot make a person the unhappiest.
For one blow can either deprive him of hope, still leaving him present in memory, or of



memory, leaving him present in hope.

Consider first the hoping individual. When, as a hoping individual (and of course to that extent
unhappy), he is not present to himself, he becomes unhappy in a stricter sense. An individual
who hopes for an eternal life is, indeed, in a certain sense an unhappy individual to the extent
that he renounces the present, but nevertheless is strictly not unhappy, because he is present to
himself in the hope and does not come in conflict with the particular moments of finitude. But if
he cannot become present to himself in hope, but loses his hope, hopes again, and so on, then he
is absent from himself not just in the present but also in the future, and we have a type of the
unhappy. Though the hoping individual does not hope for something that has no reality for him,
he hopes for something he himself knows cannot be realized. For when an individual loses
hope, and instead of becoming a remembering individual, wants to remain a hoping one, then
we get this form.
Similarly if we consider the remembering individual. If he finds himself present in the past,
strictly he is not unhappy; but if he cannot do that but remains constantly absent from himself in
a past, then we have a form of the unhappy.

Memory is pre-eminently the real element of the unhappy, as is natural seeing the past has the
remarkable characteristic that it is gone, the future that it is yet to come; and one can therefore
say in a sense that the future is nearer the present than is the past. That future, for the hoping
individual to be present in it must be real, or rather must acquire reality for him. The past, for
the remembering individual to be present in it, must have had reality for him. But when the
hoping individual would have a future which can have no reality for him, or the remembering
individual remember a past which had had no reality for him, then we have the genuinely
unhappy individuals. Unhappy individuals who hope never have the same pain as those who
remember. Hoping individuals always have a more gratifying disappointment. The unhappiest
one will always, therefore, be found among the unhappy rememberers.

p.s. 1:
Besides reading this post for a self-analysis, it provided me a chance for a translation exercise. I have
translated this excerpt into Persian and hopeful that the outcome would be acceptable and satisfactory
for Persian audience.

p.s. 2:
You may prefer to read the original post published in the Brain Picking site. And it is also remarkable
that you can read another post in the site in praise of melancholy saying with a similar opening that
how happiness in expense of sadness robs us of the capacity of a full creative life.


